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The MDF Italia stand is a space with strong
architectural connotations, able to enhance the
overall value of the products as a whole: the new
proposals and the most significant items of the
collection.
The sober and refined exhibition area was
conceived according to the basic principles of
- architectural communication -, an architecture
achieved through subtraction, in which volumes
follow each other perfectly in tune and where the
balance between masses and voids is interpreted
as a harmonious continuum.
Colour patterns made of whites that become depending on masses and light - more intense and
rarefied.
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MDF Italia is a steadily growing dynamic and
innovative reality.
The environment and the life style represented
by MDF Italia anticipates change and meets the
request of a demanding cultured and cosmopolitan
public.
Simplicity: a collection with a unique identity and
unmistakable lines, characterized by a design
based on the subtraction of what is not essential
and capable of looking beyond.
Identity: MDF Italia represents the synthesis of
innovation, tension, creativity, passion and emotion.
Innovation: in the processes, ideas, shapes, signs,
materials, design, functions.
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Random 10th anniversary edition
designer Neuland Industriedesign

Random collection celebrates its birthday
- 10 years - with an exclusive 100 pieces
numbered production in limited edition:
Random 10th.
Random 10th originates from the wish
to meet the challenge of minimising the
material’s thickness, thus making the initial
concept come true: the reduction of the
bookcase towards its content.
H217 L82 D24.5
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Thea
designer Lina Obregòn, Carolina Galan

Thea, the new upholstered system,
originates from the female interpretation of
shapes and from the balance of guidelines
in apparent antithesis: comfortable, cozy tidy, dynamic - rigorous, lightweight - highly
compact.
Thea’s eclecticism lies in the harmonious
research of different points of view: frontally
orthogonal, sideways tilted and concave on
the back.
The island pouf, as well as being used
individually, can play the role of an angular
module.
H72 L353 D281
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Randomissimo
designer Neuland Industriedesign

Randomissimo represents the involution
of the Random concept.
It accompanies the ripe sign of the
present collection towards its total
subtraction, turning it into a simple
graphic line, an apostrophe on the wall.
A piece of furniture for personal items:
featuring a reduced overall size, it is
changeable, playful, complementary and
modular.
MODULE A H47.8 L55 D23
MODULE B H47.8 L34 D23
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Rock Table

designer Xavier Lust

A new timeless icon: a round table with
a flowing, elegant silhouette which fully
reveals the nature of what it represents “a round table” that seems to float above a
solid, inorganic base. A mixture of natural
and industrial materials that are blended
to create a new product with a smooth
design, following the same philosophy of
Flow collection.

This project, as most of Xavier Lust’s
creations, is inspired to nature and to the
balance of shape and wellbeing.
A future-oriented original design, capable
of re-interpreting itself over the years,
always remaining contemporary.
No references to the past, but the focus
is on the quest for a unique and intuitive
iconicity, targeting an attentive user.

H73 Ø80, Ø100, Ø120, Ø140
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Lust Chair

designer Jean Marie Massaud

H78.5 L42 D53 SEAT H47.5

Random

Rock Table

The new decoration elements are inspired
by modern artworks to add colour and
functionality to some modules of Random
bookcase. Boxes coated in artificial fibre
canvas in the following colours: white, black,
grey, dove grey, red, yellow and blue.

The new tops are made of UHPFRC (ultrahigh performance fi bre-reinforced cement)
with cutting-edge technical/structural
properties. Available in white cement and
anthracite grey cement finish.

designer Neuland Industriedesign

designer Jean Marie Massaud

H73 Ø140
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Desk 3.0
designer Bruno Fattorini, Francesco Bettoni,
Centro Progetti MDF Italia

Family of workstations composed
of aluminium frame and HPL tabletop,
either in black or white. Monochrome tables
are complete with inspectionable raceway
for wiring and cable access spring.
The following versions are available: single
version (desktop) with cable management
tabletop and double version (with front seats)
with cable management tabletop.
SINGLE VERSION H75 L200 W90
DOUBLE VERSION H75 L180 W180
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Grafo sofa system
designer Victor Vasilev

Grafo comes from the designer’s
desire to endow a soft object with the
“identifying mark” of the iconic products
of the MDF Italia collection.
A pure, straightforward graphic quality part of the company’s philosophy – has
been the source of inspiration for the
project.
With no daring pursuit at any cost, this
modular system mixing upholstered and
rigid elements, can be incorporated into
any setting, from home to community
areas.
H60/85 L300 D125
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Flow Collection
designer Jean Marie Massaud

The versatile family of the Flow seatings,
designed by Jean Marie Massaud, offers
a wide range of bases, shells, finishes,
and upholsteries.
FLOW SLIM H76.5 L56 D56
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Mia collection

Minima 3.0

designer Francesco Bettoni

designer Fattorini+Rizzini+Partners

The Mia soft design comes from the
simple gesture of folding a cushion to
create a nest - a shelter for relaxing
moments.
Simple in the look, but versatile in the
character, its contrasting trim underscores
the form by highlighting its strong, but
never aggressive personality.
“As you want me to be” is Mia spirit,
designed to accommodate every kind
of cover.
Thanks to the interplay of colours on
the trims - from the tone-on-tone to the
boldest contrast - Mia can suit one’s very
own taste and sensitivity, fitting into any
setting.

Minima: three stands for the three key
elements that compose the system:
shelf, frame, cabinets.
The considerable span of the shelf in
extruded aluminium combined with
the joining system, have allowed to
develop the system in length, making it
modern and adjustable to any kind of
environment: home, office, community
areas, contract…

H70 L87 D83 SEAT H43 D55
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H115 L214,5 D33
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Tense

Flow Pouf

designer Piergiorgio e Michele Cazzaniga

designer Jean Marie Massaud

A mono-material table with a
monochromatic finish.
The important technological innovation it
incorporates, combined with the tensioning
capacity of the components, makes it
possible to build tabletops in large sizes
which remain perfectly flat and also
extremely light.

A family of stools of great impact and
comfort completing the Flow Collection.
Designed for home, office and community
areas, they’re available with a wide range
of bases and finishes.

RED max H73 L300 W120
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H44 L56 D56
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Flow Chair and Rock Table
designer Jean Marie Massaud

The versatile area with a Rock Table and
Flow Chairs on a VN 4-legged steel base.
FLOW CHAIR H80.5 L56 D56
ROCK TABLE H73 Ø120
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Mia sofas

designer Neuland Industriedesign

“As you want me to be” is Mia spirit,
designed to accommodate every kind
of cover.
Thanks to the interplay of colours on
the trims - from the tone-on-tone to the
boldest contrast - Mia can suit one’s very
own taste and sensitivity.
“As you want me to be” also in its
dimensions: the new L and XL versions
are integrating the collection offering
two upholstered elements with smaller
dimensions (2-seater 150cm and
2-seater extra 174cm) matching any
ambient, from home to the public spaces.
Comfort and customization characterize
this collection: glamorous, minimalistic,
classical… still, always contemporary.

The collection is completed with
new modules such as the H111
wall-mounted column, cupboard
and sideboard in various lengths and
configurations equipped with a tray.
In addition to the matt lacquered
white variant, an elegant open pore
matt black ash finish and new types
of finishes for the open compartment
(dark red, avio blue, mustard
yellow, and natural black wood) are
introduced.
These novelties valorise the Inmotion
collection increasing configuration
capacities and customisation options
of the whole system.
The final customer has more
expressive freedom that can be
adapted to any ambient.

MIA SOFA H70 L150/174 D83
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Inmotion

designer Francesco Bettoni

K Table
designer Victor Vasilev

A pleasant play of interconnecting
elements which creates an ironical
collection.
With a simple design, K coffee tables can
be included in any context and setting;
as a single piece or grouped together,
different configurations and compositions
based on customers’ creativity can be
figured out.
The collection introduces a new concept
of products and objects: it’s no longer
REcycling but UPcycling - a process that
allows a quality product to be created
by optimising resources, applying
environmental ethics and creatively
using valuable materials from production
scraps.
K TABLE H30 W/L30, H35 W/L35, H40 W/L40
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The MDF Italia design finds its source in the
collaboration of its corporate project team with
designers.
A unique style, expression of the interaction of new
experiences, different skills, international views and
unequalled signs.
Since 2000 various designers have been
working with MDF Italia; among others, Jean
Marie Massaud, Xavier Lust, Francesco Bettoni,
Piergiorgio Cazzaniga, Victor Vasilev, Neuland
Industriedesign, Bruno Fattorini, Massimo Mariani,
Jehs+Laub...
A design which distinguishes itself for its lightness,
simplicity, innovation and a continuous search
for new materials. The goal is to make emotional
discreet products, still stunning. A team work which
has been acknowledged and awarded several
times: evidence of the success of its own design
philosophy.
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Thea sofa system
designer Lina Obregòn, Carolina Galan

Thea, the new upholstered system, originates from the
female interpretation of shapes and from the balance of
guidelines in apparent antithesis: comfortable, cozy - tidy,
dynamic - rigorous, lightweight - highly compact.
The sofa is highly original and dynamic
just because it melts all of these languages:
it is a game of projections and shapes that
gives its design a unique and recognisable sign.
Womanhood is enhanced by the coating:
just like a dress that wraps and drapes volumes, folds
perfectly stick to the modules’ shapes.

H/L/D

END MODULE
H72 L103 D96

INTERMEDIATE MODULE
H72 L82 D96

CHAISE LONGUE MODULE
H72 L103 D175

CHAISE LARGE MODULE
H72 L96 D175

INCLINED POUF MODULE
H38 L103 D80

ISLAND POUF MODULE
H38 L96 P96

Top care for tailoring details, as well as
for the dictates of Italian tailoring, by using different seams.
Application of bias seaming and contrast edging in three
different colours (white, dove grey and dark grey) in order to
define angles, curves and shapes.
Six functional accessories complete the collection, designed
to express at best the whole system’s versatile and practical
nature. Upholstered furniture changes trim without using any
mechanism, the wished comfort is achieved quite simply
through small gestures.
The new “dynamic accessory” concept meets different needs
and uses Moreover it is able to adapt and transform in time.
It changes during the various moments of the day, it modifies
and updates over the years.

Accessories
Quilt: it dresses the backrest, thus changing the upholstery
sofa image.
Double face, the quilt features a side combined with
the sofa’s fabric. To play with contrasts as well as with
tone-on-tone combinations is always possible, thus
increasing the already high level of customisation.
Quilting is a special feature of this sofa, covering it by half.
Another key feature is the contrast profile in the end section.
Headrest cushion: draped, with contrast profile on the side
sections. Equipped with shaped padding in polyurethane
foam to perfectly fit the sofa’s backrest, to allow for a more
comfortable position.
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Back cushion: goose dawn padding,
it reminds the softness of the headrest cushion and the
coating draping technique, with detail of contrast profile.

Square cushion: goose dawn padding, a cushion with a
simple look, but is sophisticated in the tailoring detail, with
contrast profile to enhance its shape.
Blanket: big plaid, inspired by Ancient Greece’s “peplos”.
Multitask use: from simple blanket or antimacassar, it can
be turned into a headrest as well as into a cushion-holding
mantle.
Its functional nature is also determined by the fabric choice:
warm with wools, fresh with flax.
The button’s detail is quite precious: it is coated with the
contrast profile’s fabrics, matched with the riveted seaming
that outlines boards.
Aluminium tray (3 mm thick) varnished in white, matt
graphite grey.
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Lust Chair
designer Xavier Lust

This project, as most of Xavier Lust’s creations, is inspired to
nature and to the balance of shape and wellbeing.
A future-oriented original design, capable of re-interpreting
itself over the years, always remaining contemporary.
No references to the past, but the focus is on the quest for a
unique and intuitive iconicity, targeting an attentive user.

Lust Chair’s design is the link among man, matter and
nature.
A high-performance, mono-material finish and sculptural
framework, emphasised by the use of an exclusive material.
Made of Dulver, reinforced and printed using I.V.M. (Injection
Vacuum molding) automated technology.

An aesthetic language based on curves, not just as an
expression of beauty, but as shape’s top structural and
dynamic performance.

Dulver is a highly innovative composite material of the latest
generation, composed of a blend of resin and solid charges.
The new formulation extends the application limits of resins,
and gives the material quite unique features.
The chair can be used also outdoor.

H/L/D

H78.5 L42 D53 | SEAT H47.5
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Random 10th anniversary edition
designer Neuland Industriedesign

watch the video

Random collection celebrates its birthday – 10 years – with
an exclusive 100 pieces numbered production in limited
edition: Random 10th.

The bookcase’s structure is made of composite material, with
a 63% share of reinforcement, capable of giving the laminate
a high lightweight/resistance ratio.

Developed and assembled in Italy, it is composed of first-rate
materials from the aeronautics industry which generate a
high-performance and highly resistant structure.

The composition has been got by superimposing more
material layers: 6K Twill carbon fibre for the external sections
and glass/epoxy Plain 770 fabric to ensure its special texture.

Random 10th thus combines two apparently contradictory
concepts: industrial technology applied to composite carbon
fibre materials versus a handicraft work for its development
and assembly.
This strong opposition makes every bookcase original,
unique and precious.

Laminate polymerisation occurs through a heating process
exceeding 100°C and by using pressure and vacuum, in
order to make the 7 layers become compact, to remove air
and to develop the end framework with a total thickness of
3.15 mm.
The result is a 3D composite structure with a strong
anisotropic nature, whose behaviour has been expressly
designed for lightweight frameworks that are able to support
high mechanical loads.

H/L/D

H216.3 L81.6 D25
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Randomissimo

Boxes for Random

designer Neuland Industriedesign

designer Neuland Industriedesign

Randomissimo embodies so well MDF Italia’s identity
principles: subtraction, formal and technical simplicity and
strong emotional imprint.

The new decoration elements are inspired by modern
artworks to add colour and functionality to some modules of
Random bookcase.

A product that immediately unveils, through its playful
modularity and colours, the capability of developing small
aggregations, as well as endless compositions with a
surrealistic spirit.

Boxes coated in artificial fibre canvas in the following
colours: white, black, grey, dove grey, red, yellow and blue.
The body is always dove grey.

Shelf made of 2.5 mm thick steel sheet, powder coated in
matt white and graphite grey.
There are two formal types (module A and module B) that,
either by combination or specific project, can develop
large-sized and high impact lay-outs.
Wall fixing through built-in brackets with multiple drilling.
The shelf is complete with backrests coated with artificial
fibre canvas, complete with magnetic coupling.
Colours available are: white, black, grey, dove grey, red,
yellow, blue.

H/L/D

H/L/D

BOX A
H27.8 L21.6 P22.5
LEFT MODULE A

RIGHT MODULE A

H47.8 L55 D23

H47.8 L55 D23

BOX B
H34.8 L8.6 P22.5

LEFT MODULE B

RIGHT MODULE B

BOX B

H47.8 L34 D23

H47.8 L34 D23

H34.8 L8.6 P22.5
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Rock Table
designer Jean Marie Massaud

The bases are made of UHPFRC (ultra-high performance
fibre-reinforced cement) with cutting-edge technical/
structural properties.
A fundamental characteristic of the components
is mass colouration.
The finish and colour of the table bases is the result of a
skilled mixture of sand and natural elements.
The subtle shades and the lack of uniformity in surface and
colour are to be considered unique properties enhancing the
value of the piece.
Each piece is different, each piece is original, and the colour
of the quarry is guaranteed not to change, even if the piece is
affected by abrasive, polluting or atmospheric agents.
The tables are equipped with two types of bases:
- narrow (with outer dimension of 34cm at floor level) with
80 and 100cm large tabletops
- wide (with outer dimension of 50cm at floor level) with
120 and 140cm large tabletops.

H/Ø

Tabletop with bases in natural cement:
- MD-wood fibreboard in thickness 25mm
with finished edge, in white matt lacquer with
a scratch-proof finish (80, 100, 120, 140cm);
- en ciment blanc UHPFRC (bétons-fibrés-renforcés-ultraperformants), aux caractéristiques technico-structurelles
élevées (plateau de 80, 100, 120, 140 cm) ;
with bases in anthracite grey cement:
- MD-wood fibreboard in thickness 25mm
with finished edge, matt grey lacquer with a scratch-proof
finish (80, 100, 120, 140cm);
- smoked tempered glass in thickness 12mm (120, 140cm
tabletops).
- en ciment anthracite UHPFRC (bétons-fibrés-renforcésultra-performants), aux caractéristiques technicostructurelles élevées (plateau de 80, 100, 120, 140 cm).
Outdoor: toutes les dimensions avec plateau en ciment

H/Ø

TABLE H73 Ø140

TABLE H73 Ø100

BASE H51 Ø50

BASE H57 Ø34

TABLE H73 Ø120

TABLE H73 Ø80

BASE H51 Ø50

BASE H57 Ø34

TABLE H110 Ø80
BASE H57 Ø34

The coupling device between the base and the joining tube of
the table is peculiar and represents a pleasant and technical/
visual detail.
The components - the joining tube and the flange under the
tabletop - are made of aluminium and are powder-coated
with matt white or graphite grey lacquer.
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Desk 3.0
designer Bruno Fattorini, Francesco Bettoni,

Centro Progetti MDF Italia

Family of workstations composed of aluminium frame and
HPL tabletop, either in black or white.
Monochrome tables are complete with inspectionable
raceway for wiring and cable access spring.
The following versions are available: single version (desktop)
with cable management tabletop and double version
(with front seats) with cable management tabletop.
SINGLE DESKS AND DESKS WITH FRONT SEATS WITH CABLE
MANAGEMENT

80 and 90 cm wide and 160, 180, 200, 220 cm long tables
(in single version), equipped with socket holder raceway
and cable management spring. In the front seat version, the
table’s width still accounts for 180 cm, while lengths account
for 160, 180, 200, 220 and 320 cm.
All of the variants are equipped with central leg to ensure the
whole structure a better stability, while assembly is optional
depending on use and workplace.

The closing tabletop for cable management, in the same
material of the top, can be easily removed so as to access
and/or inspect wiring. It is equipped with a soft gasket that
allows cables to pass.
Moreover it adds a graphical and essential sigh to the
workstation’s top.
Frame and legs, 45x45 cm section, are in epoxy coated
aluminium either in white or graphite grey colours.
Concealed joint.
Socket holder raceway made from 1,5 mm thick bent
steel plate and complete with an epoxy coated equipmentsupporting bar in white and graphite grey.
Socket holder raceway is 140 cm long.
High-pressure melamine laminate, with structural aluminium
sheets inside. 8 mm thick. Black or white, according to the
frame.
Built-in tabletops, with excellent stability and flatness, no
fittings required.
Accessories available for workstations:
- cable management door
- PC holder
- Chest of drawers.

H/L/W

SINGLE VERSION
H75 L160/180/200/220 W80
H75 L160/180/200/220 W90

FRONT SEAT VERSION
H75 L160/180/200/220/320 W180
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Grafo sofa system

Sectionals: upholstered elements and coffee table modules.
All sectionals can be used individually or grouped
together, as no exclusively end or intermediate elements
are necessary; each sectional, indeed, can be used with
simplicity and creativity to compose the sofa.
The special and easy coupling device system enables
unlimited layouts to be figured out, from compact to linear
or corner compositions, large islands, chaise longues and
many others.
Coffee table modules can be added to create both
decorative interruptions and useful service elements.

designer Victor Vasilev

watch the video

Structure upholstered sectionals: the supporting structure is
made of solid wood and plywood with a base equipped with
elastic belts and concealed feet.
The filling is in variable density polyurethane foam, and the
cover in polyester padding (with down in the seat cushions).
Cover: the contrasting graphic stitching that distinguishes
and identifies the Grafo collection is the mark on all the
upholstered sectionals and the cushions.
Available in white, medium grey and anthracite, the
stitching can be freely selected by the customer.
Coffee table modules: made of a loadbearing structural
MD- fibreboard panel and aluminium in thickness 15mm,
in matt white or black Fenix®.
Legs are made of cast aluminium with section 15x15mm,
powder-coated in matt white or graphite.

L/D/W/H

H/D/L

UPHOLSTERED ELEMENT
BACKREST CUSHION
ARMREST CUSHIONS
ADDITIONAL CUSHION

L75/100/125 D100 H60/85
L75/100 D7 H40
L75/100 D10 H25
L50 D10 H50, L60 D10 H60

COFFEE TABLE

L24.5/49.2/98.5 W98.5 H40

H60/85 D100 L275

H60/85 D100 L300

H60/85 D175 L300

H60/85 D225 L300

H60/85 D225 L300
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All backrest elements are equipped with a special “folding”
system, enabling the height of the backrest to be adjusted, which
subsequently modifies the seat depth.
In this way, the system can meet any needs and comfort
requirements.
The Grafo system is completed by a wide range of cushions.

For a full seat comfort, an upholstered sectional must be
matched with a “backrest cushion” (40x75cm or 40x100cm),
the armrest cushion (25x75, 25x100cm) can be used with
the sectionals with no armrest or backrest, as well as with
coffee table modules.
To complete the sofa visually and to add extra comfort,
additional cushions (50x50cm and 60x60cm) can be included
as smooth, stylistically decorative elements.

Flow Chair and Flow Slim seatings can be completed with
upholstery: a thermoformed padded countershell with a
small pad made
from quilted polyurethane and polyester wadding.
The new version Padded XL is available for the Flow Slim only.
XL padding is the natural development of the classical
padding, consisting of a new quilting partially covering
backrest and armrest.
This gives a new look offering a great comfort.
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Upholstered PAD: available both on Flow Chair and Flow
Slim, made with polyurethane and polyester wadding, and
with quilting that is thermally bonded to the fabric.
The bases are supplied in the same colour of the shell
available for Flow Chair and Flow Slim.
Outdoor use: upon request, availability of outdoor versions
with a 4-legged or a sled base in white, or graphite grey.

Flow collection
designer Jean Marie Massaud

H/D/L

FLOW CHAIR

FLOW SLIM

FLOW ARMCHAIR

4-LEGGED BASE
H80.5 D54 L53
SEAT H44

4-LEGGED BASE
H76.4 D53.1 L55
SEAT H44

CENTRAL LEG BASE
H78 D56 L60
SEAT H46

SLED BASE
H80.5 D54 L53
SEAT H44

SLED BASE
H76.4 D53.1 L55
SEAT H44

4-LEGGED OAK BASE
H78 D56 L60
SEAT H46

VN 4-LEGGED STEEL BASE
H80.5 D56 L56
SEAT H44

VN 4-LEGGED STEEL BASE
H76.4 D56 L56
SEAT H44

LEM 4-LEGGED BASE
H80.5 D65 L65
SEAT H44

LEM 4-LEGGED BASE
H76.4 D65 L65
SEAT H44

5-POINT STAR BASE, FIXED
H80.5 D67 L67
SEAT H44

5-POINT STAR BASE, FIXED
H76.4 D67 L67
SEAT H44

5-POINT STAR BASE
ON CASTORS
H80.5 D67 L67 SEAT H41.2 / 51.2

5-POINT STAR BASE
ON CASTORS
H76.4 D67 L67 SEAT H41.2 / 51.2

BASE WITH CENTRAL LEG
H80.5 D54 L53
SEAT H44

BASE WITH CENTRAL LEG
H76.4 D54 L55
SEAT H44

VN 4-LEGGED OAK BASE
H80.5 D56 L56
SEAT H44

VN 4-LEGGED OAK BASE
H76.4 D56 L56
SEAT H44

4-LEGGED OAK BASE
H80.5 D54.7 L54.7
SEAT H44

4-LEGGED OAK BASE
H76.4 D54.7 L55
SEAT H44

watch the video

SHELL
WHITE OR BLACK
STEEL BASE
MATT WHITE, MATT GRAPHITE GREY OR CHROME*
*ONLY 4-LEGGED AND SLED BASE
BASE WITH CENTRAL LEG
GLOSS WHITE*, MATT GRAPHITE GREY
*FLOW ARMCHAIR TEXTILE MATT WHITE
OAK BASE
NATURAL, BROWN OR BLEACHED OAK
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Minima 3.0
designer Fattorini+Rizzini+Partners

Minima 3.0: three stands for the three key elements that
compose the system: shelf, frame, cabinets.
The considerable span of the shelf in extruded aluminium
combined with the joining system, have allowed to develop
the system in length, making it modern and adjustable to
any kind of environment: home, office, community areas,
contract ...
Modular and flexible even thanks to the new kinds of
storage units.
This can be with open, door, flap opening doors or
drawers. They are simply resting inside the structure and
are repositionable quite easily, thus allowing to meet any
storage requirements as desired and to choose your own
style of living by using different colours, woods and shapes.

Available in the free-standing and hanging variants, always
with a 33 cm depth.
Frame in aluminium, section 1.5x1.5 cm, shelf 1.5 cm
thick, available in the nominal length 60/90/120 cm.
The end frames are equipped with an extruded aluminium
pressure cap.
Minima 3.0 in the free-standing version comes in 5 heights:
79 cm, 115.5 cm, 152 cm, 188.5 cm and 225 cm; the first
shelf isplaced at 4.2 cm from the ground, while the
uprights are equipped with adjustable feet in aluminium
with a +/- 1.5 cm tolerance.
Minima 3.0 in the hanging version comes in four heights:
38 cm, 74.5 cm, 111 cm and 147.5 cm. Inner height of
compartments is 35 cm.
Cabinets made of MD-wood fibreboards, available in matt
lacquered micro-goffered finish or in wood.
Available in the nominal lengths: 30, 60, 90 cm, height 35 cm
and depth 33 cm, they are divided into the following
categories:
- open units L30
- open units with partition L30
- units with flap opening door L60/L90
- units with door L60/L90
- two-drawer units L60/L90

H/D/L

FREE-STANDING FRAME

HANGING FRAME

H42,5/H79/H115.5/H152/H188.5/H225

H38/H74.5/H111/H147.5

OPEN UNITS

TWO-DRAWER UNITS

WITH PARTITION L30

L60/L90

OPEN UNITS L30

UNITS WITH DOOR OR FLAP OPENING DOOR
L60/L90

SHELF L60/L90/L120 D33
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Inmotion
designer Neuland Industriedesign

Typologies, all units are made of medium-density wood
fibreboard (1.6cm thick), divided into two main categories:
vertical elements and horizontal elements.
Vertical elements:
- column storage units 185.5/188 cm tall with doors, 48 cm
deep in the groundresting version and 33 cm deep for the
hanging version, available in the widths: 34, 45, 53 cm, matt
lacquered white.
Only the W34 and W53 cm modules havean open rotary
storage unit, made of medium-density wood fibreboard, 8
mm thick or in natural wood.
- column with height 111 cm, with door,
hanging unit with reduced depth of 33 cm, available in width
of 34 cm, matt lacquered white or elegant open pore matt
black ash finish.
Two variants: with single door and with open compartment.

Horizontal elements:
- ground-resting base units, 34.5 cm high inclusive a
2.5 cm plinth and adjustable feet; available in the widths
53, 85, and 144 cm. These elements are available in the
version C (drawer), G/C (open compartment + drawer) and
G/R (open compartment + downward flap door);
-low hanging wall units, 32 cm high, widths 53, 85, and
144 cm. These elements are available in the version R
(downward flap door), G/C (open compartment + drawer),
G/R (open compartment + downward flap door) and C/C
(drawer + drawer);
- cupboards height 98 cm, width 85cm, in the versions 3
drawers and tray (V/C); height 66 cm in widths 85 and 144
cm, in the version with 2 drawers (C/C); all models with a
2.5 cm plinth and adjustable small feet;
- sideboard available in the lengths 160 and 203 cm, in
the version with downward flap door and tray (V/R): two
versions of steel lacquered stand, bridge and frame, for a
total height of 50 and 66 cm and adjustable feet.
Electrified units: the base units G/C and G/R with W144,
as well as the wall units G/R W144, and the sideboard
elements V/R with W160 and W203 are available also in
version arranged for cable management, with a whitepainted or matt graphite black painted aluminium door
(W8 D7cm) on the top of the storage unit.
Finishes
The elements are in matt lacquered white and open pore
matt black ash available; the latter finish is available on the
whole range EXCEPT for the ground-resting columns and
wall mounted columns 185.5 cm and for the wall
mounted elements with confi guration drawer + drawer
(C/C). Open compartments and rotary elements are
available in the following finishes:
- matt lacquered white, green, orange, avio
blue, sand, dark red, mustard yellow andanthracite grey
- natural wood, natural grey wood and
natural black wood.
Sideboard elements have a support stand that always
matches the colour of the structure, matt black or white.
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HANGING H185,5 D33 L53
BASE H188 D48 L53

HANGING H185,5 P33 L45
BASE H188 D48 L45

HANGING H111 D33 L34

HANGING H111 D33 L34

HANGING (R) H32 D48 L53
BASE (C) H34,5 D48 L53

HANGING (R) H32 D33 L85
BASE (C) H34,5 D48 L85

HANGING (R) H32 D33 L144
BASE (C) H34,5 D48 L144

HANGING (G/C) (G/R) H32 D48 L53

HANGING (G/C) (G/R) H32 D33 L85

HANGING (G/C) (G/R)* H32 D33 L144

BASE (G/C) (G/R) H34,5 D48 L53

BASE (G/C) (G/R) H34,5 D48 L85

BASE (G/C) (G/R) H34,5 D48 L144

HANGING (C/C) H32 D48 L53

HANGING (C/C) H32 D33 L85

HANGING (C/C) H32 D33 L144

CUPBOARD (V/C) H98 D48 L85

CUPBOARD (C/C) H66 D48 L85

CUPBOARD (C/C) H66 D48 L144

HANGING H185,5 P33 L34
BASE H188 D48 L34

(C) drawer
(G/C) open compartment + drawer
SIDEBOARD (V/R) H50 D48 L160

SIDEBOARD (V/R) H50 D48 L203

(G/R) open compartment + downward flap door
(R) downward flap door
(G/C) open compartment + drawer
(G/R) open compartment + downward flap door
(C/C) drawer + drawer
(V/C) tray + draver

SIDEBOARD (V/R) H66 D48 L160

SIDEBOARD (V/R) H66 D48 L203

(V/R) tray + downward flap door

also in electrified version
sideboard (V/R)
base L144 (G/C) (G/R)
* hanging L144 (G/R)
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Mia collection
designer Francesco Bettoni

The supporting structure is made of solid wood and
plywood with a base equipped with elastic belts; the filling
is in variable density polyurethane foam, and the cover in
polyester padding.
Only the armchair is available in a fixed version (with
concealed feet), or with a 360° returning swivel base.

Cover: The collection is characterized by an extra-thick
decorative trim which emphasizes its sinuosity by tracing
its edges and intersections.
The trim can be in the same tone of the cover, or in a
contrast colour available in the following Londra fabric:
R058 londra 01 (white)
R304 londra 05 (turtledove)
R060 londra 06 (brown)
R061 londra 07 (black)
R062 londra 08 (graphite)
R063 londra 09 (grey)
R306 londra 12 (green)
R308 londra 16 (blue)
R310 londra 20 (burgundy)
R311 londra 21 (red)

H/D/L

H70 D83 L87 | SEAT H43 D55

H70 D83 L87 | SEAT H43 D55 | 360°

H70 D83 L150 | SEAT H43 D55

H70 D83 L174 | SEAT H43 D55

H38 D45 L64
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Completely upholstered (just like a skin) with an easilyremovable cover thanks to an elegant zipper defining the
shape of its armrests.
The trim can be in the same tone of the cover, or in a
contrast colour based on then customers’choice.
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Flow Stool and Pouf
designer Jean Marie Massaud

The bases are supplied in the following options:
- sled base in steel wire, painted matt white, matt graphite,
or chrome-plated.
Seat heights available: 44, 65 and 78cm.
- LEM 4-legged base, in double-layer tubular steel with
connecting elements in steel wire in matt white or matt
graphite.
Aluminium coupling device in the same colour.
360° swivel. Seat height available: 44cm.
- VN 4-legged steel base, in folded sheet metal, painted
matt white or graphite, with an aluminium coupling device
in the same colour. 360° swivel.
Seat height available: 44, 65 and 78cm.

H/D/L STEEL BASE

- VN 4-legged oak base, frame from transparent-lacquered
natural oak solid wood with a natural, brown or bleached
finish, with a lacquered aluminium coupling device in matt
white or graphite.
Brushed stainless steel footrest on all versions. 360° swivel.
Seat heights available: 44, 65, 78cm. (flow pouf 48cm)
- 4-legged oak base, frame from transparent-lacquered
natural oak solid wood with a natural, brown or bleached
finish, with a lacquered aluminium coupling device in matt
white or matt graphite. 360° swivel.
Seat height available: 48cm. (flow pouf 48cm)

H/D/L OAK BASE

H44 D48 L52

H44 D56 L56

H68 D48 L52

H65 D54 L54

H78 D48 L52

H78 D54 L54

H44 D65 L65

H48 LD6 L56 UPHOLSTERY Ø34

H44 D56 L56

H48 D54 L54 UPHOLSTERY Ø34

H65 D54 L54

H78 D54 L54
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K Table
designer Victor Vasilev

The K Table collection uses parts of porcelainised grès
obtained from the manufacture of other MDF Italia products.
This valued material would otherwise be discarded.
Frame in steel with section 15x15mm, painted
in matt white or graphite. Feet in rigid nylon.
Tabletop: built-in non-removable tabletops in porcelainised
grès in the gloss or satin-coated variants: white, medium
grey and anthracite,as well as the special Corten matt
version.(thickness: 6mm).

H/W/L

H30 W30 L30

H35 W35 L35

H40 W40 L40
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Tense table
designer Piergiorgio e Michele Cazzaniga

A table available in two versions:
- mono-material finish in matt white, made of acrylic resin
and rock minerals. Tabletop, edges and legs covered with
a 3mm thick sheet of resin.
- monochromatic finish in matt black, red and turtledove
acrylic resin and Morematt high-pressure stratified
laminate of the latest generation.
Tabletop in stratified laminate with mass colouration;
edges and legs in acrylic resin and rock minerals.

The table is also available in a version equipped with 1 or 2
openings and an undertop tray. The openings in size 350*
or 420mm are in aluminium.
A steel spring can be inserted into the predrilled holes
(every 50cm) at the bottom of the undertop tray to group
the cables on the floor together.
Finishes:
- matt white lacquer with tables in matt white
- matt black lacquer with tables in black, turtledove and red.

The 35mm thick tabletop is a load-bearing composite board
built with an internal frame consisting of either aluminium
profiles and polystyrene filler (mono-material version),
or an acrylic resin honeycomb and two outer layers of
aluminium (monochromatic version).

H/W/L

H73
W90

H/W/L

H73
L160, 180, 200, 220, 240

W100 L200, 220, 240, 260, 280, 300

W90* L160, 180, 200, 220
W100* L200, 220

W120 L120, 240, 260, 280, 300, 360, 400
W150 L150, 200, 240, 300, 360, 400
TURTLEDOVE and RED max H73 W120 L300
H73
W150 L150, 200, 240

H73
W90

L240

W100 L240, 260, 280, 300
W120 L240, 260, 280, 300, 360, 400

H73
W120 L240, 260, 280, 300, 360, 400
W150 L300, 360, 400
TURTLEDOVE and RED max H73 W120 L300
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with the monochromatic version, there might be a slight
difference in the tone between top and frame due to the
variety of materials used: morematt for the top, and acrylic
resin and rock minerals for the legs/edge.
BLACK max L400 W150 H73
TURTLEDOVE and RED max L300 W120 H73
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